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**QUESTION:** 137
Which statements are true regarding iCAP? (Select two.)

A. iCAP activates additional processor capacity in active cells.
B. iCAP activates only additional processors on iCAP cell boards.
C. iCAP activates additional cells, including their processors and memory.
D. iCAP activates additional cell memory on iCAP cell boards without active processors.

**Answer:** A, C

**QUESTION:** 138
Your customer has an average processor utilization that is less than 30% for all their HP Integrity servers running multiple HP-UX and Linux instances. Processor performance becomes an issue only at the end of the week, the end of the month, and at the end of the quarter. Which HP software solutions could address the problem without changing any hardware? (Select two.)

A. Temporary Instant Capacity (TiCAP)
B. Open View Performance Agent
C. global Workload Manager (gWLM)
D. GlancePlus/UX and MeasureWare

**Answer:** A, C

**QUESTION:** 139
What is a benefit of using Instant Support Enterprise Edition (ISEE)?

A. The same ISEE client is available for every platform.
B. ISEE allows self maintenance and repair of non-hardware problems.
C. ISEE is a cross-platform support tool for different operating systems.
D. HP Systems Insight Manager (HP SIM) agents are updated to ISEE agents.

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 140
Which product will allow you to cluster 12 Linux-based Integrity servers in one data center?

A. Serviceguard  
B. TruCluster  
C. Global Workload Manager  
D. Metrocluster

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 141  
Your customer wants to move processor usage rights between servers. Which type of licensing is needed?

A. iCAP  
B. vPar  
C. TiCAP  
D. GiCAP

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 142  
What is a unique selling point for an OpenVMS cluster that make it different from an HP Serviceguard cluster environment?

A. database integration  
B. single system image  
C. single point of management  
D. active/passive cluster package

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 143  
What are the benefits of using HPs VSE Reference Architectures? (Select two.)

A. are customizable to suit the customers environment
B. provide the customer with a dedicated support representative
C. are based on proven, real-world IT deployments
D. allow dynamic reallocation of resources between applications
E. provide non-configurable solutions from HP for rapid deployment

**Answer:** A, C

**QUESTION:** 144
Which platform supports the Boot Console Handler (BCH)?

A. HP 9000
B. HP ProLiant
C. HP Integrity
D. HP NonStop

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 145
Which product minimizes the need for a system administrator to be physically at the console performing diagnostics and management tasks?

A. System Management Homepage
B. Webmin Admin
C. Management Processor
D. Systems Insight Manager

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 146
Your customer wants to order new Integrity entry-level servers and wants to install the operating system from a remote location using CD/DVD or ISO image. Which product should the customer use?

A. iLO Standard
B. iLO 2 Standard
C. iLO Advanced Pack
D. iLO 2 Advanced Pack

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 147
A customer requires a highly available and disaster-tolerant website solution that will include a single failover cluster with 40 server nodes located in two different buildings. Which operating system will meet these requirements?

A. Linux  
B. HP-UX  
C. Windows  
D. OpenVMS

**Answer:** D
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